**Kirby Lester KL60 & KL100**

**General Specifications**

**Function:** Automatically verifies, labels, counts, and presents completed prescriptions for tablets/capsules

**Dimensions:** KL60 29”W x 44 5/8”D x 78 1/4”H; approx. 945 lbs. installed; KL100 29”W x 58 1/3”D x 78 1/4”H; approx. 1,382 lbs. installed

**Number of Cassettes:** KL60 has 60 drug-specific cassettes; KL100 has 100 drug-specific cassettes

**Pick-up Windows:** KL60 has 6 pickup windows and slots for vial caps; KL100 has 9 pickup windows

**Power:** Dedicated standard 115V, 60Hz, 15A power outlet; normal operation draws up to 300w/hour not to exceed 500w

**Printer:** Direct thermal labels: 4” x 2”, 1,200 labels per roll, flexible design customizable for each pharmacy

**Operating System:** Windows 7

**Reports:** 20+, customizable

**FillSafe™ Security System:** Prevents unauthorized filling, depleting or switching medications in any of the 60 cassettes; customizable for each pharmacy’s workflow and security needs

**Pharmacy Management System Interface:** Available for most common platforms

**Prescription Archive:** Retrieve any past dispensed prescription onscreen and via printable report, up to 10 years

**Throughput:** Up to 120 labeled, counted and presented prescriptions per hour

**Maximum Tablet Size:** 0.86” long (22mm) and 0.74” wide (19mm)

**Minimum Tablet Size:** 0.125” diameter (3.175mm)

**Vial Types:** Accommodates 6 vial styles
- Berry (Kerr) Friendly & Safe 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Berry (Kerr) Perfect Pak 12, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Centor (Rexam) 1-Clic 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Centor (Rexam) Screw-Loc 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Tri State Pro One 13 or 16 dram; and 40 dram
- Tri State Pro Tect 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram

**Maintenance:** Once-a-day cleaning recommended (approximately 10 seconds)

**ISO 27001:2013** certified for data security

---

**Count + Verify 100% Of Orders**

While the KL60 or KL100 robot manages the most common medications, a Kirby Lester tabletop KL1 or KL1Plus is used to fill the balance of prescriptions. No prescriptions are left to chance or human error.

**KL1 (left)** simple, fast and accurate tablet counter.

**KL1Plus (right)** counting with built-in scan-verification to prevent wrong medication, strength, or quantity.

---

*Kirby Lester is pharmacy automation by Capsa Healthcare, a comprehensive solutions leader in managing the delivery of medication, patient information, and medical supplies. Capsa’s diverse products are deployed globally in all types of pharmacy: retail, long-term care, hospital inpatient and outpatient, central fill and mail order.*
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